We present a Newton{like method for solving algebraic Riccati equations that uses exact line search to improve the sometimes erratic convergence behavior of Newton's method. It avoids the problem of a disastrously large rst step and accelerates convergence when Newton steps are too small or too long. The additional work to perform the line search is small relative to the work needed to calculate the Newton step.
Introduction
We study the generalized continuous{time algebraic Riccati equation (CARE) 0 = R(X) = C T QC + A T XE + E T XA ? (B T XE + S T C) T R ?1 (B T XE + S T C) (1) Here A; E; X 2 IR n n , B 2 IR n m , R = R T 2 IR m m , Q = Q T 2 IR p p , C 2 IR p n , and S 2 IR p m . We will assume that E is nonsingular, Q ? SR ?1 S T 0, and R > 0 where M > 0 (M 0) denotes positive (semi-) de nite matrices M. In principle, by inverting E, (1) may be reduced to the case E = I. This is convenient for studying convergence behavior of the numerical method presented here. (See Section 3.) However, when E is ill-conditioned (i.e., nearly singular), this may introduce instability in numerical computations. Therefore, the algorithm derived here avoids inverting E.
Often, the desired solution X is stabilizing in the sense that the eigenvalues of the matrix pencil E? (A? BR ?1 (B T XE +S T C)) have negative real parts. We denote this by ? E; A ? BR ?1 (B T XE + S T C) C ? .
Assuming (E; A; B) strongly stabilizable and (E; A; C) strongly detectable, such a positive semide nite, stabilizing solution exists and is unique 23] . Throughout this paper, we call the stabilizing solution X .
We also use the following notation. The Frobenius norm or Euclidean norm of a matrix M is de ned by kMk 2 F = trace(M T M). For any symmetric matrix M, we have kMk 2 F = trace(M 2 ), and for any two matrices M and N, trace(MN) = trace(NM). Following 13], we de ne each oating point arithmetic operation together with the associated integer indexing as a op. The algebraic Riccati equation (1) is a nonlinear system of equations. One of the oldest, best studied, numerical methods for solving (1) is Newton's method 9, 14, 18, 23, 26] .
Algorithm 1 (Newton's method for solving CARE) 1 . Choose some initial starting guess X 0 = X T 0 : 2. FOR j = 0; 1; 2; : : : 2.1 K j R ?1 (B T X j E + S T C). If (E; A; B) is strongly stabilizable, (E; A; C) is strongly detectable, and X 0 is stabilizing, then Algorithm 1 converges to the desired stabilizing solution X 18, 23, 26] . Ultimately, convergence is quadratic. At each step (E; A ? BK j ) C ? , and after the rst step, convergence is monotone. (Algorithm 1 also provides all the ingredients for a condition estimate of CARE and N j is an estimate of the error X ? X j 7].)
Because of its robustness in the presence of rounding errors, we prefer to calculate the Newton step explicitly as in Algorithm 1 rather than to use the mathematically equivalent formulation 9, 18, 23, 26] (A ? BK j ) T X j+1 E + E T X j+1 (A ? BK j ) = ?C T (Q ? SR ?1 S T )C ? E T X j BR ?1 B T X j E which determines X j+1 directly. The coe cient matrices of the two Lyapunov equations are the same, but the right-hand-sides are di erent. Loosely speaking, if condition number of the coe cients permit us to solve the Lyapunov equation to (say) k correct signi cant digits, and X j+1 is calculated directly, then its accuracy is limited to k signi cant digits. However, in Algorithm 1, it is the rounding error corrupted Newton step N j that is limited to k signi cant digits. The sum X j + N j has roughly k more correct digits than X j . The accuracy of Algorithm 1 is ultimately limited only by the accuracy to which R(X j ) and the sum X j + N j are calculated. Newton's method then takes 20 iterations to reduce kR(X j )k F back down to 10 ?4 where it reaches the region of quadratic convergence. From the point of view of optimization theory, the Newton step gives a search direction along which kR(X j )k F may be (at least approximately) minimized. The disastrous rst step is a step in the search direction that is too long. The several subsequent steps that make limited progress are too short.
In this paper we show how to minimize kR(X)k F along the search direction at little additional cost.
This avoids a disastrously large rst step, accelerates convergence when Newton steps are too small or too long, and restores some robustness to Newton's method. The idea is to choose t j > 0 to minimize kR(X j+1 )k F = kR(X j + t j N j )k F , i.e., to use an exact line search along the Newton direction. Line searches along conjugate gradient directions were used in 10, 12] to solve (1) . Line searches were also used in the Fletcher-Powell/Davidon's method proposed in 21]. Section 2 shows that the extra cost of doing an exact line search is little more than the cost of calculating Newton step N j in Algorithm 1. In Section 3 we prove that exact line search along the Newton direction converges quadratically to the stabilizing solution, if the starting guess X 0 is stabilizing. Numerical examples in Section 4 demonstrate that step size control often saves enough iterations to be competitive with the Schur vector method. Some nal remarks and conclusions appear in Section 5. 2 Step Size Control by Exact Line Search Line searches are a well understood technique in optimization 8]. The approach is to replace Step 2.3 in Algorithm 1 by X j+1 = X j + t j N j where t j is a real scalar \step length" in the direction of N j . The step length is chosen to minimize or approximately minimize an objective function which, in our case, is kR(X j +t j N j )k 2 F . The line search is said to be exact if t j is an exact (as opposed to approximate) minimizer.
From (1), we obtain R(X j + tN j ) = R(X j ) + t ? (A ? BK j ) T N j E + E T N j (A ? BK j ) ? t 2 E T N j BR ?1 B T N j E: (2) If V j = E T N j BR ?1 B T N j E and N j is as in Step 2.2 of Algorithm 1, then R(X j + tN j ) = (1 ? t)R(X j ) ? t 2 V j : (3) So, nding t j to minimize kR(X j+1 )k F is equivalent to minimizing the quartic polynomial f j (t) = trace ? R(X j + tN j ) 2 = j (1 ? t) 2 ? 2 j (1 ? t)t 2 + j t 4 (4) where j = trace(R(X j ) 2 ), j = trace (R(X j )V j ), and j = trace(V 2 j ). If j 6 = 0, then f j (t) has at most two local minima one of which is the global minimum. If j = 0, then f j (t) attains its global minimum value (zero) at t j = 1. Di erentiating f j and using (3), we obtain f 0
Remark 1 There exists a local minimum of f j at some value of t j 2 0; 2], since f 0 j (0) = ?2 trace ? R(X j ) 2 0, and f 0 j (2) = 2 trace ? (R(X j ) + 4V j ) 2 0. If R(X j ) 6 = 0, i.e., if X j is not a solution of (1), then f 0 j (0) < 0 and the Newton step is a descent direction of kR(X j + tN j )k F . It follows that for the minimizing t j 2 0; 2], we have kR(X j + t j N j )k F kR(X j )k F and kR(X j + t j N j )k F = kR(X j )k F if and only if R(X j ) = 0.
Remark 1 suggests that we modify Algorithm 1 as follows.
Algorithm 2 (Exact Line Search) 1 . Choose some initial starting guess X 0 = X T 0 : 2. FOR j = 0; 1; 2; : : : 2.1 K j R ?1 (B T X j E + S T C).
Solve for N j in the Lyapunov equation (
2.4 Find a local minimizer t j 2 0; 2] of f j (t) using (4).
2.5 X j+1 X j + t j N j :
END FOR Remark 2 Algorithm 2 nds the solution of scalar Riccati equations in the rst step. Applied to Example 1, one step of Exact Line Search reduces kR(X j )k F as much as 24 steps of Newton's method.
In addition to the work in Algorithm 1, at each iteration, Algorithm 2 must compute the symmetric matrix V j = E T N j BR ?1 B T N j E. One way to compute V j e ciently is as follows. Before starting the iteration, we compute a Cholesky factorization of R, R = L T L, and store the productB = BL ?1 . Usinĝ B, we can obtain V j from V j = (E T N jB )(E T N jB ) T which requires 5n 2 m + nm ops. In case E = I, this reduces to 3n 2 m + nm ops. In many applications, m n, in which case, the computation of this matrix is cheap relative to the cost of the Newton step N j . Computing the coe cients j , j , j of f j and nding the minimizing t j contributes 3n inner products and some scalar operations which is negligible compared to the O(n 3 ) ops used by matrix multiplications and It is easy to verify thatX j andR(X j ) are the sequences of approximate solutions and residuals produced by Algorithm 2 applied to (6) with starting guessX 0 . Note that because E is nonsingular, the boundedness, convergence (or lack of it), and rate of convergence of the two sequences X j andX j are identical and (E; A ? BX j ) C ? if and only ifÃ ?GX j is stable. The residual satis esR(X j ) = R(X j ), and X satis es R(X ) = 0 if and only ifX = E T X E satis esR(X ) = 0. Note further that the sequence of step sizes t j produced by Algorithm 2 is equal in both cases. The coe cient matricesF andG =BR ?1BT are symmetric, positive semide nite because by assumption, Q ? SR ?1 S T and R are.
In Remark 1, it was observed that there exists a local minimizer of kR(X j + tN j )k F in the interval 0; 2].
The following lemma shows that the iteratesX j + t jÑj are stabilizing if the starting guessX 0 is stabilizing, and t j 2 0; 2]. We can thus consider 0; 2] to be the \canonical" search interval. Lemma 3 IfG 0 andÃ ?GX j is stable, then for all t 2 0; 2],Ã ?G(X j + tÑ j ) is also stable. Proof: The Lyapunov equation in Step 2.2 of Algorithm 2 is equivalent to (Ã ?GX j ) T (X j +Ñ j ) + (X j +Ñ j )(Ã ?GX j ) = ?Q ?X jGXj :
Subtracting this fromR(X ) = 0 and subtractingX jGX +X GX j on both sides yields (Ã ?GX j ) T X ? (X j +Ñ j ) + X ? (X j +Ñ j ) (Ã ?GX j ) = (X ?X j )G(X ?X j ): (7) Using a modi ed version of Lyapunov's theorem 19, p.447], this identity together with the stability ofÃ?GX j andG 0 impliesX ? (X j +Ñ j ) 0. Rearranging (7), we obtain (Ã ?G(X j + tÑ j )) T (X ? (X j +Ñ j )) + (X ? (X j +Ñ j ))(Ã ?G(X j + tÑ j )) = = (X ? (X j + tÑ j ))G(X ? (X j + tÑ j )) + t(2 ? t)Ñ jGÑj =: W:
Since t 2 0; 2], the right-hand side W in (8) is positive semide nite. Now supposeÃ ?G(X j + tÑ j ) has an eigenvalue with Re( ) 0 and corresponding eigenvector z 6 = 0, i.e., (Ã ?G(X j + tGÑ j ))z = z: (9) Multiply (8) from the left by z H and from the right by z. Then we obtain 2 Re( )z H (X ? (X j +Ñ j ))z = z H Wz: (10) The left-hand side of (10) is nonpositive sinceX ? (X j +Ñ j ) 0 and Re( ) 0. As W is positive semide nite, the right-hand side of (10) is nonnegative and it follows that z H Wz = 0. Thus, z H (X ? (X j + tÑ j ))G(X ? (X j + tÑ j ))z = 0 and sinceG 0, this impliesG(X ? (X j + tÑ j ))z = 0, or, equivalently,GX z =G(X j + tÑ j )z. From (9) we therefore obtain z = (Ã ?G(X j + tÑ j ))z = (Ã ?GX )z: Hence, is an eigenvalue ofÃ ?GX which contradicts the stability ofÃ ?GX .
The Lyapunov operator corresponding to the Lyapunov equations in Step 2.2 of Algorithm 2 is de ned bỹ j (Z) = (Ã ?GX j ) T Z + Z(Ã ?GX j ) for Z 2 IR n n and j = 1; 2; : : :. A corollary of Lemma 3 is that with a stabilizing starting guess, Algorithm 2 can not fail due to a singular Lyapunov operator.
Corollary 4 IfX 0 is stabilizing, and Algorithm 2 is applied to (6) , then the Lyapunov operator~ j in Step 2.2 is nonsingular for all j and the sequence of approximate solutionsX j is well de ned.
We will also need the following technical characterization of controllability. As seen in Remark 1, the sequence of residualsR(X j ) produced by Algorithm 2 is monotonically decreasing and, in particular, bounded. The next lemma shows that boundedness carries over to the iteratesX j also. Lemma 6 Suppose thatX j , j = 1; 2; 3; : : : is a sequence of symmetric, n-by-n matrices such thatR(X j ) is bounded. If (Ã;B) is a controllable pair, then the sequenceX j is bounded.
Proof: We will prove the contrapositive: ifX j is unbounded, then (Ã;B) is not controllable. Without loss of generality we may assume that lim j!1 kX j k F = 1. (If not, we may consider a subsequence for which this assertion holds.) De ne j = kX j k F andỸ j =X j = j . TheỸ j 's are bounded, so there is a convergent subsequence which we may assume without loss of generality is the whole sequence. LetỸ = lim j!1Ỹj .
Note thatỸ 6 = 0. From de nition (6), we have 1 j F ?R(X j ) +Ã TỸ j +Ỹ jÃ = jỸjB R ?1BTỸ j : (11) BecauseR(X j ) is bounded, the rst term on the left-hand-side of (11) tends to zero as j ! 1. The second term approaches the nite limitÃ TỸ +ỸÃ. From the right-hand-side, it is clear that this is a limit of positive semide nite matrices, and hence is positive semide nite. Dividing (11) by j and letting j ! 1 givesỸBR ?1BTỸ = 0. It follows from Lemma 5 that (Ã;B) is uncontrollable.
We are now ready to prove that Algorithm 2 reduces the residualR(X j ) (and hence R(X j )) asymptotically to zero if the computed step sizes are bounded away from zero.
Theorem 7 If (Ã;B) is a controllable pair, and the sequence of step sizes t j computed by Algorithm 2 is uniformly bounded from below by t L > 0, then the residual norms kR(X j )k F decrease monotonically to zero and cluster points of the sequenceX j are solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation (1) .
Proof: Lemma 6 shows that the sequence of approximate rootsX j is bounded. Consequently, the steps t jÑj are also bounded. HereÑ j = E T N j E and t j is the step size computed by minimizingf j (t) = kR(X j +tÑ j )k 2 F . The t j 2 0; 2] also form a bounded sequence and since we assumed 0 < t L t j for all j, theÑ j 's are bounded, too. Select a subsequenceX j k of theX j 's such thatX = lim k!1Xj k ,t = lim k!1 t j k , andN = lim k!1Ñj k exist. Note that the residual norms kR(X j )k F are monotonically decreasing, so they approach a limit and hence kR(X +tN)k F = kR(X)k F : (12) Therefore, the coe cients j k , j k , and j k in (4) approach limits and the minimum value of the polynomial f(t) = kR(X + tN)k 2 F is the limit of the minimum values of thef j k 's, i.e., we have lim k!1 f j k (t j k ) =f(t) f (0). However, using (12), we obtainf(0) = kR(X)k F = kR(X +tN)k F =f(t). It follows thatf 0 (0) = 0. But as observed in Remark 1,f 0 (0) = ?2kR(X)k 2 . Thus,R(X) = 0.
In summary, we have the following convergence result for Newton's method with exact line search.
Theorem 8 Suppose (Ã;B) de nes a controllable matrix pair. If Algorithm 2 is applied to the algebraic
Riccati equation (6) with a stabilizing starting guessX 0 and the step sizes t j are bounded away from zero, thenX = lim j!1Xj exists and is the stabilizing solution of (6).
Remark 9
The above convergence result relies on the fact that t j t L for all j and a given constant t L > 0.
We can modify Algorithm 2 such that the step size is set to one if t j drops below a prescribed (small) constant. By (7) it is clear that the so-de ned new iterate X j+1 = X j + N j is positive semide nite. We can now apply the Newton iteration (Algorithm 1) with the \starting guess" X j+1 and use the standard convergence theory for Newton's method 18, 23, 26] to show that iterates produced by this hybrid algorithm converge to the stabilizing solution of (1).
In our numerical experiments, very small step sizes occured only at the very beginning of the iteration if the starting guess already yielded a residual norm within the order of the limiting accuracy. In such a case, neither Newton's method nor Exact Line Search can be expected to improve the accuracy of the approximate solution of (1) and kR(X j +Ñ j )k F = O kX ?X j k 2 F : (14) Let~ (Z) = (Ã ?GX ) T Z + Z(Ã ?GX ), Z 2 IR n n . Then the residual produced by Algorithm 2 satis es R(X j + t jÑj ) =R(X + (X j +Ñ j ?X ) + (t j ? 1)Ñ j ) =~ (X j +Ñ j ?X ) + (t j ? 1)~ (Ñ j ) ? (X j +Ñ j ?X ) + (t j ? 1)Ñ j G (X j +Ñ j ?X ) + (t j ? 1)Ñ j :
Taking norms, using (13) , and recognizing that jt j ? 1j 1 gives kR(X j + t jÑj )k F 2jt j ? 1jkX ?X j k F kÃ ?GX k F + O kX j ?X k 2 F : (15) Recall that t j 2 0; 2] is chosen to minimize kR(X j + tÑ j )k F , so (14) implies kR(X j + t jÑj )k F kR(X j +Ñ j )k F = O kX ?X j k 2 F : (16) It follows from (15) and (16) C ? , then the sequence of approximate solutions X j produced by the modi ed Algorithm described in Remark 9 converges quadratically to the stabilizing solution X , at each step, (E; A ? BK j ) C ? , and the residual norms kR(X j )k F converge monotonically and quadratically to zero.
The theorem is more general than the one stated in 23] since it does not require X 0 to be positive semide nite. In contrast to Newton's method, the iterates X j are not necessarily positive semide nite and they do not necessarily converge monotonically (in terms of de niteness). On the other hand, the theorem needs the strong hypothesis of controllability. Numerical experiments suggest that this can be weakened to stabilizability but at this writing, we do not have a proof.
4 Numerical Examples Example 4 One of the situations in which defect correction or iterative re nement 16, 17] has the most to o er is when the Riccati equation is ill-conditioned. Rounding errors make it unlikely that any Riccati solver will produce much accuracy, but with its excellent, structure preserving rounding error properties, Newton's method is likely to squeeze out as much accuracy as possible 2, 16, 17] . This example is contrived to be highly ill-conditioned. Let e 2 IR n denote the vector of ones, and n = m = p, then the CARE (1) is given by E = R = I; A = S = 0; B = 10 3 I; C = I ? 2 n ee T ; Q = diag( 1 9 1 ; 1 9 2 ; 1 9 2 ; 1 9 3 ; 1 9 3 ; : : :): The exact stabilizing solution is given by X = 10 ?3 C T QC.
We obtained the starting guess as X 0 = (X + X T )=2 where X is the \solution" of (1) computed by the Schur vector method as discussed in 2]. Observe in Figures 3 and 4 that Newton's method increases the initial residual norm by several orders of magnitude. The graph of relative errors closely matches the graph of residuals.
Using the CARE condition number K + proposed in 7, 15] we obtain K + 1:8 10 9 for n = 40 and K + 4:2 10 11 for n = 50. Rounding errors made while forming C T QC are su cient to change the smaller eigenvalues and corresponding invariant subspaces of the solution X and the closed loop system A?BR ?1 B T X by over 100%. The closed-loop poles are so close to the imaginary axis that the symmetrized Schur vector solution for n = 50 did not appear to be stabilizing as it should have been; one of the smaller eigenvalues of A ? BR ?1 B T X 0 computed by MATLAB was of the wrong sign. Exact Line Search preserves inertia, so for n = 50 it did not converge to a stabilizing solution either while for Newton's method, two more eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis. Figure 3 that for n = 40, re ning the Schur vector solution reduced the residual down to machine precision. In both cases, Exact Line Search required about two thirds of the computational cost of Newton's method to reach the limiting accuracy. This shows that also for defect correction, Exact Line Search does in some cases compare favorably to Newton's method. In both examples, the rst Newton step is a disaster. In the n = 50 case, re ning the solution reduced the residual (and the relative error) only by about one order of magnitude. We have studied an exact line search method based on Newton's method for solving (generalized) continuous{ time algebraic Riccati equations. It avoids Newton's method's problem with disastrously large rst steps, and it accelerates convergence when Newton steps are too small or too long. Numerical experiments verify that it sometimes signi cantly reduces the number of iterations. Theoretical convergence properties are similar to Newton's method. Used as a defect correction method or for iterative re nement it has the ability to obtain high accuracy. Exact line search adds less than 10% to the cost of a Newton iteration. i.e., the additional work to perform the line search is small relative to the work needed to calculate the Newton step.
Notice in
A Fortran 77 implementation of the exact line search method will complement Newton's method in a forthcoming release of the Subroutine Library in Control and Systems Theory, SLICOT 29] .
